BASpay Attendance Interface
Feature Sheet

Transfer absence records from your timekeeping or data collection system into Abra Suite Attendance
electronically with a BASpay Attendance Interface.
•

Faster Payroll Processing
All payroll users know that Final Payroll processing
slows as your history files grow in size. Conversely,
keeping these files small offers significant speed
improvements. The summarization option in the new
BASpay Labor Interface combines multiple time
records into one, which means fewer records end up
in history to bog down your payroll.

•

Labor reports that are easier to analyze
Updated reporting makes your time data easier to
review. The updated Detailed Activity Report shows
only records that will be posted to payroll. Any
records that contain exceptions are now excluded.
The Payroll Post Report can show records in
summarized form, making it easier to quickly skim
the information.

•

Shorter payroll reports
Since you can now summarize records before they
are written to payroll, your Time Sheet Edit and
Check/Direct Deposit Registers are much shorter,
making them easier to review.

•

•

Time saving labor import routine
The new Visual FoxPro 6.0 technology makes the
labor import process run faster so you don’t have to
wait.

Flexible data keys for fewer exceptions
When employee numbers in the timekeeping system
don’t match the employee numbers in payroll, an
exception is created. The updated labor interface
program helps resolve this problem by providing
more ways to match employee records. You can
now store the time clock badge number in one of five
miscellaneous fields in payroll and use that number
to tie data together. Or use social security number to
link timekeeping records to payroll.

•

More accurate labor recording
New cross-reference tables for organization levels,
projects, and shifts allow you greater flexibility when
importing. In the earlier labor interfaces, these fields
had to contain the same codes in timekeeping as in
payroll or they could not be imported. Now you can
import and translate more information, providing truer
labor recording in payroll.

•

Ensure correct pay amounts
Integration with secondary jobs provides more pay
rate options for job-driven labor.

•

Reduced chance of timesheet “surprises”
The new Payroll Post Report displays data exactly as
it will be written to payroll. Now you have a chance
to make corrections before data reaches payroll in a
format that you didn’t expect. When you post
summarized records, this report shows summarized
records.

•

Management multiple labor files with less hassle
For companies who import more than one labor file
each period, the improved Labor File Identification
automatically selects the correct Abra employer.
Now you don’t have to change the default employer
whenever you change your labor file.

•

Sophisticated labor cost analysis
Since the new cross-reference tables allow you to
post more accurate labor information to payroll,
better labor cost analysis reports can be generated in
payroll to show exactly which departments, jobs, and
cost centers provide the largest payroll expense.

•

Easier mistake correction
BAS understands that mistakes can happen. We’ve
provided a new “unpost” feature that allows you to
remove just the records from payroll that were written
by the BASpay Labor Interface. Records that were
entered into the payroll timesheets by hand do not
have to be erased.

•

Enhanced Integration
The BASpay Labor Interface has been rewritten
using the latest Visual FoxPro technology. This
provides better integration with other Visual FoxPro
systems, especially Abra Suite version 6.0!

Contact your BAS representative for pricing and purchase information.
mailto:Software@BASpay.com
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